
AGM for Strettondale Patient Participation Group    Oct 4th 2016"!
1 Outline of Agenda"!
 Emma Kay - new (since November 2015) surgery manager.  Enjoying the challenge!
   * Brief past history!
   * Working for improvements for all.!
    *  2 new receptionists ( Sharon & Jackie); new apprentice ( Emma), please be patient - 
lots to learn.!
     * Encouragement  for patients to see a specific nurse to free up more doctors 
appointments.!
   * Extra nursing skills & clinics will be available  with time.!
   * ALWAYS HAPPY TO TALK TO PEOPLE - drop in or phone!!
3 Nicola McPherson - Health & Well being!
   * Brief history from 2010 start, financial appeal 2013; started building 2016; open !
         Sept 19th 2016,            within budget!
   * Formal opening will come later.!
   * list of activities ( see Focus P8)- more to come. !
   * Thank you for the community effort. COME & SEE US!!
4 Pharmacies. Two main problems -!
   * Every pharmacy likely to face a cut back in funds( £15,000 ),announcement due in mid 
October.!
  * Internet Pharmacies. In no way are they connected to our Practice, Hillside or Rowlands!
 * OUR PHARMACIES KNOW THE PRACTICE & THEIR PATIENTS WHICH GIVES 
ADDITIONAL  CLINICAL SAFETY. They are committed to maintain all their services!
.!
5 Dr Bennett. Spoke on CHANGES & CHALLENGES"
   Financial Challenges "
* GP Funding - A fall in the share of funding which equates to 2.5 billion for primary care!
* Instability of knowing from year to year what our income will be.!
* Recognise hospitals also in crisis but because of the way they are paid they are sucking 

up more & more resources.!
* Shropshire CCG deficit is about £14.5 million - some services might suffer.!
* Indemnity fees will continue to rise.!
* CQC fees progressively increasing & must be paid.!
* Stagnant pay - income has been effectively the same over the last 10years - luckily ours 

have roughly stayed the same.!
* Money being moved into other ‘cost cutting’ ideas with varying degrees of success.!
* Out of Hours ( Shropdoc) has an impact as their funding is also being stretched.!
   Recruitment & Retention"
*Number of hospital consultants increased by 48%, GP’s increased by 14%; Practice     
nursing is also affected.!
* Poor workforce planning -takes 10 years to train a GP.!
* Many reasons why Medical Students are not going into GP !
* Many reasons why new GP’s are not choosing partnership!
* Retention. Loss of seniority for experienced GP’s - if only they could stay & work longer!
* Impact on Shropdoc - every week now there are unfilled shifts.!!!



   Workload Pressures"
*Between 2010 & 2015, 12.2% increase in face to face consultations; 69% increase in 
telephone consultations, also 40% of time is taken with non patient contact work!
*A 12 minute consultation also includes type up notes, possible referral, make investigation 
decisions, etc. Problems, treatments & monitoring can be complex. PLEASE BE PATIENT!
 * Earlier hospital discharges  & home care means monitoring by the GP with more home 
visits ,nursing home visits etc with no extra financial help.!
 * Impact of hospitals under strain means patient referrals take longer & need reassurance 
& checking that all is well until they are seen.!
 Our Response!
  * We know we will need new doctors in 3/5 years time due to retirement!
  *Looking at different idea of GP surgeries working as a collective or federation or hub, 
helping & sharing expertise & equipment, would also provide more safety & power. Various 
Ideas for consideration.!
* Other practioners. Nurses trained to do extra tasks (instead of doctors); train up 

paramedics; take guidance from pharmacist or others with special skills to knowledge!
* Managing unfunded work!
* Be realistic about what can / can’t be changed!
DR BENNETT ENJOYS BEING A GP & PROUD TO BE A GP IN STRETTON"!
6 Richard Chanter.!
   * The decision on the emergency centre should have been announced ( Oct 4th), 
delayed until tomorrow!.After that, 4/6 months of public consultation.NB Decision still 
unknown.!!
7 Q & A !
  A  How can patients use technology to help themselves - Bob Welsh!
   * Buy & use a blood pressure monitor   * Research  using Internet e.g. NHS Choice.!
   *Use phone consultations.   * No evidence to prove various ‘Aps’ are very helpful.!
  B How do the doctors stay up to date - Lesley Dench. This lady is new to the area & is 
very pleased with the practice, having been recommended previously by someone 
else"
     * All doctors are given specific time to do this which includes courses. * Doctors also 
have their own!
       particular specialism to particularly keep up with. * Very important to keep up to date 
on drugs!
 C  Some companies can do specific tests or screening, are they any good - Enid Bishop!
     *Only worth considering a blood pressure monitor or having an ECG screening ( for 
irregular heartbeat). It was mentioned that Rowlands will also take your blood pressure if 
required. The NHS will do tests & screening & only recommend action if there is a genuine 
need.!
 D  Is a phone consultation of value  -  Jackie Banfield."
      * Exactly the opposite, it frees up time, don’t feel bad about using it!
E  Is there anything we can do to lobby for change - Felicity Thomas!
    * Be aware & make your views known to M.P’s & anyone who might help - bombard with 
letters etc!
F  Tell me more about the League of Friends - Pat Gregory!
     * Bill & Anne are now on the League of Friends & intend to publicise what it is all about 
& how people can give support.!!!!



8 AGM"
   *Bill Ross reported on the aims of the constitution & the achievements of the Committee 
over the year.!
   * Bill & Sue (Hockaday) stepped down & were reelected were re elected. Proposed by 
Jackie Banfield,seconded by Pat Creeth.!!
                                 Meeting ended 8.48pm!
            !


